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OFFICE DOCUMENTS 

Office documents are documents or records that pass between an 

organization and the other for effective and smooth running of business 

transaction 

OR 

Office documents can be defined as those documents used in the office 

for the purpose of buying and selling. 

They are known as sales and purchases documents. 

TYPES OF DOCUMENTS 

1. Sales document: These are those documents prepared and issued 

by the seller to the buyer during business transaction. 

2. Purchases document: These are those documents prepared and 

issued from the buyer to the seller during business transactions. 

These documents enable accurate information to be kept on either goods 

that are being sold or purchased. Some of these documents are: 

1. Letter of inquiry 

2. Quotation 

3. Order 

4. Pricelist 
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5. Invoice 

6. Delivery note 

7. Debit note 

8. Receipts  

9. Catalogue 

Letter of enquiry: This is a purchase document sent from the buyer to the 

seller asking about the availability of certain goods. It contains the size 

of the goods, quality and quantity, delivery date, terms of payment e.t.c. 

Quotation: This is a sales document sent from the seller to the buyer. It 

is an answer to questions asked in the letter of enquiry giving the cost of 

goods or services. 

Price List: Sometimes, the seller may prefer to answer the enquiry with 

his price list. This is done when the inquiry is not mode on any particular 

goods.      

Price list is the list of current prices of goods compiled by the seller. 

This helps the buyer to see at a glance the prices of goods the seller has 

in stock and (the buyer) can then decide on what to buy and the quantity 

at a given price. 

Order: When the perspective buyer receives a quotation, and he is 

satisfied with the price and other terms of trade, he places an order 

(request) for the supply of the goods. An order is an acceptance of the 

part of the buyer. This therefore means that the buyer is obliged to 

accept the goods once delivered provided that the goods conform to 

what is in the quotation received. 

Invoice: This is a document the seller sends to the buyer as soon as 

payment is made. It contains the particulars of goods sold. The invoice 

describes the goods purchased, the quantity sold, the discount allowed, 
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amount owned by customer, signature of the buyer and seller e.t.c. It is 

issued in duplicate, the original goes to the customer, (the buyer) while 

the seller retains the photocopy. 

Catalogue: This is a book (in form of magazine) produced and kept by 

the seller. It shows the picture of the goods produced and sells, brand 

name, parts or identification number and prices. It is issued to the buyer 

to use and make his choice. 

Receipt: Receipt is a document that is issued to the buyer by the seller 

showing the sum of money that is paid for certain goods bought. That is 

to say that the receipt is evidence that goods have been paid for. 

Delivery note: This is a document which accompanies goods to be 

delivered to a customer. It is filled out by the seller when he delivers 

goods through his driver or any transporter. He lists the items to be 

delivered. This helps the buyer or the representative to check the items 

sent against what is in the delivery note of the seller’s driver. If they 

agree, he signs the delivery note for the driver. This serves as evidence 

that the goods are supplied. 

Debit note: Debit note is used by the seller to correct mistakes written 

when written an invoice. It is written by the seller whenever the buyer 

has been undercharged. For example, if a seller discovers that the 

amount written in the invoice he sent to his customer should be sixty-

thousand naira (#60,000) and not fifty-thousand naira (#50,000) that is 

written in the invoice, the seller therefore has to send a debit note for 

ten-thousand naira (#10,000) to his customer to correct the mistake. 

Credit note: The credit note is prepared by the seller whenever the buyer 

has been overcharged for instance, if the invoice has on it the sum of 

seventy-five thousand (#75,000) instead of sixty thousand naira 

(#60,000) the correct figure, it all means that the buyer has been 
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overcharged with the sum of fifteen thousand naira (#15,000) to the 

buyer to correct the mistake. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SHOPPING TIPS 

MEANING OF NEEDS AND WANTS 

NEED: A need is something that is essential for a person to function 

effectively; it is a necessity to that person (such as food, clothing and 

shelter). 

WANT: A want is something that an individual wishes to have, but may 

not necessarily need. 

                                                                                                                                     

SHOPPING TIPS  

Here are a few shopping tips that will help you to make good decisions 

about needs and wants. 

1. Create a list of the items you wish to purchase. 

2. Budget for each of the items. 

3. Separate essential items to non-essential ones; that is needs from 

wants. 
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4. Calculate costs. 

5. Decide in advance exactly what you want and what you can afford. 

6. Do not purchase an item until you are sure you need it. 

7. Buy quality items. 

IMPULSE BUYING 

An impulse buying or impulse purchase is an unplanned decision to buy 

a product or service, made just before a purchase. One who tends to 

make such purchases is referred to as an impulse purchaser or impulse 

buyer. 

EFFECTS OF IMPULSE BUYING 

1. It  leads  to debts  and  unhappiness 

2. It  disrupts  the  budget  and  spending  plans 

3. It  does  not  encourage  savings 

4.  It might lead  to  stealing  tendencies 

5. It  leads  to a culture  of  consumption 

 

AFTER SALES SERVICE 

After  sales  service  is  a service  that  is  made  available  to  the  buyer  

after he/she has purchased  an  item, product  or  service.  After sales 

service refers to the various processes which ensure that customers are 

satisfied with products or services. Such services include warranty, 

installation, maintenance and operation of product. 

 

 WARRANTY 

A warranty is an after-sales service that guides the use of a product that 

has been purchased and allows the consumer to return the product, if 
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found to be faulty or not performing according to the specification 

within a specific time. A warranty allows a consumer to get a refund 

replacement or repair to the item. 

 

 

INSTALLATION 

Installation is the act of fixing equipment or furniture in position so that 

it can be used. Some products that are purchased go with installation 

instructions before the product is used. 

MAINTENANCE 

Another after sales service is maintenance. Some equipment especially 

heavy machinery, when purchased came with a maintenance agreement 

for a specified period of time. 

OPERATION OF A PRODUCT 

Another after-sales service is the operation of a product. The seller 

ensures that he operates the product for the buyer for a specific time 

before handing it over to the purchaser. This is done to ensure maximum 

performance of the product. 

 


